
                                       Alien Academy!!!              
 

Introduction 

Many people like to think they know what a school looks like, but in fact, not all schools are the 

same. This report will inform you about the events that happen at Alien Academy, and will also give 

you an idea of what it’s like to learn on another planet. You’ll find out about the building, the types of 

lessons they have, and in addition to that, you’ll also get a taster of what it’s like to attend the 

greatest school in the universe! 

 

Wacky Walls!! 

Instead of being built of boring, traditional bricks - the Alien Academy is constructed as an imposing 

glass dome. In the morning, when the children arrive at school, it’s a shimmering blue. During the day, 

it gradually begins to change colour… from green, to yellow, to pink. Imagine that – a multicoloured 

school!!! If the Aliens feel anxious, upset, or maybe even depressed, the walls can sense it immediately 

… and they initiate a frenzied display of multi – coloured flashing in order to cheer everyone up!! It’s 

amazing! 

 

Loopy Lessons 

Unlike lessons in the majority of schools, the children decide what to learn because they always know 

best!!!  

The lessons include: 

 How to make your Zoomer  more efficient (Zoomers are essential for every young alien to get 

around!!). 

 Wiggle and bop…The best way to keep a lathargic alien in tip top shape! 

 Spooky Tunnel Diving – planet Zanertinga is full of elongated, spiralling, dismal tunnels to make 

your way through. 

 Chase the Tinger – The number 1 Alien sport on the planet which EVERY Alien must learn. 

 

Dinnertime Dilema 

As soon as the lunchtime bell rings, the dome beings to shake furiously until the floor slowly becomes 

wobblier and wobblier, then eventually it transforms into a giant jumping pillow!! Aliens of all different 

shapes and sizes start to jump around, bouncing on their bottoms, their hands, and their knees. It’s 

like a trampoline full of jumping beans!! This is such amazing fun and all the Aliens love dinnertime at 

the Alien Academy, many of them say, “ Dinner time here is the best!!”  

At the end of lunchtime, the dome floor becomes hard again, then the ceiling starts to descend lower 

and lower… until everyone has to lie down flat on their backs – this is to enable everyone to have a 

short rest before heading back to class. 

 

What’s Next for Alien Academy? 

Alien academy is the most exciting place to learn on Zanertinga by far. It has everything an Alien 

could ever need, however, it’s constantly looking for ways to make it even better… Maybe you have 

some ideas? Or maybe you could think about what your ultimate school would be like! 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


